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TECBNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 1151
—..

LIFT AND DRAG OF WINGS WITH

By F. Weinig

Abstract: The lift coefficient of!a win~

SMALL SPAN*

of small suan at first
shows a linear increase for I%e lncreasin~ angle of
attack, but to a lesser degree t~e,nwas to be expected
according to the theory of the lifting line; thereafter
the llft coefficient Increases more rapidly than2ihes_rl.~,

1 as contrasted wflththe theory of the lifting line. The
I induced drag coefficient for a given lift coefficient, on
o the other hand, is obviously much smaller than it would

be according to thie theory. A mall change in the
theory of the lifting line will cover these deviations.

Outline: 1. Symbols
2. The Prevjous Treatment of the Wing of Small Span
3. New Treatment Based upon an Enlarged.Array of Free

Vortices
4. Slnmnary
5. Bibliography

1. SYMBOTi3

A lift
.

F
(

wing area F = ~ bt = Wing
4

t wing chord at any point

T wing chord at center of the

b span

a gap of the cascade which is

)area for elliptic base

wing

equivalent to the wing profile
‘with respect to the-deflected mass (compare equation (8))

v flight velocity -

*“Auftrleb und Widerstand des Tra@liigels kleiner Spannweite,”
Zentrale fiirwissenschaftlichesBerlchtswesen der Luftfahrtforschung
des Generalluftzeu@eisters (ZM3) Berlin4dlershof, Forschungsbericht
Nr. 1665, Stuttgart, Sept. 8, 19J2.
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stagnation prssmre

induced downwaeh velocity ,farbehind the wing

()

vim
Induced downwash velocity at the Iocition of winfl -—

2
deflection coefficient of cascade equivalent to t~.ewink

profile (compare eq&tion (1.~~
()
-km ~

mass deflected by wing per unit time

air density

angle of attack

induced angle of attack (arc .+)

aspect ratio,

)
(,

b2//F A=+; = Aspect ratio of e~.1.iptic
wing

lift coefficient according to modified ‘theory, (Ca) lift

coefficient according to theory of lif’tingIlne

fnd.uceddrag coefficient ac~o~d.ingto modified theory,
()Cwil

induced &ra& coefficient accordtng to theory of

liftf.nglino

circulation at any point

circulation at the center of wing

ratio of lift acocwding to mod.ifi~dtheory to lift according
to theory of lifting line (ca/(c~.JJ

ratio of induced drag coefficient accozidin~to modified

&(%i))heory to value according to theory of lifting line

2. THE P’FENZOUSTJ?XATMENTOF TH71WING OF SMALL N?4.N

The comparatively simple theory OF the lifting lineleads to ‘
satisfactorjrresults for the w5.ngw?.than aspect ratio b/t of
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sufficient magnitude at least fn the case of unseparated flow, but
for the wing with small aspect ratio the results with respect to
lift and induced dra~ are quite vnsati~factory (1), (2). A sim~le
modification of-this theory (~), (h) brought u~efli!!resvJ.tsat lea13t
for very small angles of attack. The transition to tiletheory of
the lifting surface (5), (6) or to the theory of the acceleration
potential whfchmsthodical].y replaces the latter theory (’i),(8),
(9), (10) dso provided such resultu for the range of very smal-1
angles of attack. But these theorioe dioa~pointed.for greeter angle~
of attack, even while the flow was not yet separated,

It is true the simple rnodificatlonof the theory of ‘thelifting
line which was mentioned above gave S,connection between lift and
induced drag coefficient which seemed. ~til~ ueeful for the domain
of larger lift coefficient even though the relation hotwoen lift
and angle of attack itself was not clarified (11).

For small an@es of attack th~ lift at first increa~es ;inoarl.y
with the englo o.~attack, but tileincrement grows with increasing
angles of attack when the aspect ratio is smznll,and the ~maller
the aspect ratio the more nodilcoabieis this inlll.uence(12). Like-
wise the induced drag at small aspect ratlou ie obviously consj.derabQ
smaller than resulted.from the original theory of the l.iftin~line (13).

. The conjecture was ‘broughtfo-rwardthat em explanation for these
conditions might perhaps be found in the fat-tthat the vortox area ‘
leaving the winswag somewhat wider than the span (14). Hereby
one,could explain the reduction of the induced
behavior of the liH coefficient. Neither can
sufficiently far behind the wing, on the other
the angle of attack, at the most.

3. NEWTREATMENTBASED UPONAN ENI.ARG~ ARRAY
*

draG.,but not the
the downwash mgle
hand, be lar~er than

OF FREE VORTICiZ$

There Is to be found, however, a.natural.ex@ana’tion for
the actual lehavior of the wing Of mall span: One hae to start
from the fact that the effective mass whtch Is clei’lecteddownward
by the wing is greater than resulted from the orfgina~ltheory of
the lifting line for elliptic lift d3.stribub3.on,according to this
theory, this mass would correspond to the mass of a cylinder of air
density with a diameter equivalent to the spe,n. However, the path
of a wing must no lonpjerbe treated as a flat plane as it was in
the case of a large span but rather as a @?ism with the cross

/“



4 NACA TM No. 1151

section F sin a. The mass contained therein, however, must also
be deflected downward~, at least approximately. (See fig. 1.)

With Vjm as downwash velocity far behind the winfland with

l.il= (pV f b2
)

+Fsina (1)

as the mass deflected downward per unit time the lift will he,
accordj.ngto the momentum theorem,

( M )
1

~ ti2 + F sj.na vimA =tiv.lm =QV4 (2)

Or, with
vi

vi=+ = v’tan ai (3)2

%argler [15) shows another way of treatment of’this influence.
According to his theory, the effect upon the outside flow of the
lateral rollin~ up of the vortex sheet can be replaced by end plates,
but this way leads to essentially equivalent results to the one which
was used here. Furthermore we should like to point out the treatment
by W. 3ollay (16); there also the free vortices behind the wing do not
lie in a plane. Howeverj the results of the present treatment are
much simpler and at least as satisfactory: also they are more readily
applicable to any shape

21t is a matter of

‘im

‘i=~=

of wings.

indifference whether

Ve

and

q
tall a~

q.—taa orsinai = —-. sin a
l+q l+q

is introduced for small angles of attack. I?Or larger angles of attack, .
however, bettor agreement of the result~ of the calculation and the
measurement is obtained by the use of the first-mentioned form only.

/
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,? as effective downwash velocity at the location of the wing and the(, aspect ratio,J,, /
;1

/;

~2=A

F

I~JI
.,’

(

.;.,

f A=
)

~v2F LA+sincc ~4}tancct

~,/
2 4

$ \
A lift coefficient of

+

= tanai
( ) (

A 2 InaCa rA+4sinct=2n tanu.. -s-s
1\2 fi )

5

(4)

(5)

(6)

would result. In thfs equation,

tan a+ = -A- taria (7)3
l+q

The deflection coefficient q results from the following consideration
(compare (3) and (4) ): To each wing element a flow domain directly
influenced hy i.tIs coordinated; this flew domain is bounded in a
first approximn.tlonby streamlines as fi~uro 2 shows. Thio flow
domain is replaced by a strip whose width equals the width of the
wing element and whose length is such as to make the kinetic energy
ccnwe,yedby the wing
which is conveyed to
this strip will be

i
h
;

1

Accordingl.y,thowing
,, an identical profile
‘, of 90° and a gap a.

jl
I{’
,!,
1’

,,

element equivalent to the quantity of energy
the coordinated flow domain, The length of

r
a=—

vi
+tsina (8)

co

profile influences the coord3.natedflow lfke
arranged i.na caecade (fig. 3) of a stagger
With

I’=17sin~

t =;sin& @s$=;,). (,,

(’”
.-— .
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the gap ratio becomes

r“ F
?= —+sina=— + sin cc

tv~ T Tial w

‘(lo)

or, for elliptic lift and circulation dj.stribution, respectively,
with

s. b-=- +sina= ~A+ sina
tt.

(11)

(12)

The value q becomes, according to the results of the theory of
the cascade flow,

IT-k 1
q =tarl--hLrlA ~ f’

~EL (13)
-+= sin u
2~

and therefore

tan A~—
-+ ~ sin CL
2 Jrt~ ai = —— tan a

l+tanA 1
. ..+2s ina
o X
c

As a liJ% coefficient, there results

(14)
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The induced drag coefficj.entbecomes

Cwt = Ca tan Cci= 2TC

or

2
.Ca

Cv’i =
~A+4 sina,

There results the ideal normal-force coefficient

Cn = Ca sin cc
Cos a + Cwi

tan
1

A-+~sina

= %
23’(

Cn
()
$+Z

I’(.
1+-tan

J.

A+2sina
2 ,C

( ptoll 1
A2-+ ~ sin a

sinal+ )&
Cos al 1

\ l+tsn

(17)
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In the boundary case of very small span there results
of attack

TM.No. 1151

for mall angles

(17a)

In the case of large span; the result for small angles of attack is,

Cn /
Aq(l= 27(sin a cos a (lm)

In figures 4(a), 4(b) and 5(a), >(b) the results of’ this calculation
are represented for comparison with test result6 (12): figures ~(a)
and 4(b) show the polars Ca(cw) according to test and %lfwi)

according to calculation, respectively, (figs. 5(a) and 5(b)) the
normal foroe coefficients Cn(a) as a function of the mgle of
attack according to test (fig. 5(a)) canalto calcvlatlofi ‘(fig. 5(b)).
The agreement is relatively good. The deviations are probably caused
by the Mfluence of friction.

From the original theory of the lifting line there results the
lfft coefficient

*n
(Ca) =- sin a

1+;

and the induced drag coefficient, for a given Ca,

<. ,... .
<

(18)

(19)

. ..

.,
‘.
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The rosulti~g re,tfosare, for the lift coefftcfent,

and for the induced dmg coefficient, for a. given

Figure 6 shows the value !& for various ratios
attack a.

(20)

lift coefficient,

(21)

A and angles of

The m.1.ue $7 as a fiznctionof ea for various ratios is

represented in figure 7(b). The rel.atlonbetween the value Ca
end the ratio A was determined therefrom; fi&we 8(b) shows
this relation ~or various M.ft coeffi.cionts,

The value ~1~ oan also be determined by use of the test “,,

rem.ltH represented in ftgmws 4(a) and” 5(G) with the resulting
relation ‘between cmgjleof attack u and lift coefficient, end
by means of the r@.ti.ons

tan ~
1

;+$ sin u tan ~#-
Cwl = Ca tan q = ca tan a ~— Zcatalm,.

1 1
l+tanA

l.ttan—

+Q~@~ A/2
Zlc

. .
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There results a value .

The anmroximation indicated

1
‘tan—

T(A A/2 “
tsna%~ tan u (21a)

.

atovo was used for the evaluation:
the v~~ues ne@ected in this approximationwere very smell. -
Based upon the connection between Ca and a found by test,

., the relations represented in figur~s 7(a) and 8(a) are determined.

The comparisonoff~~res 7(a) and.8(3) with figures 7(b) and8(b)
shows certain Mfferences-which also ‘maypro?xbly he traced maimly
to i~luences of frfctio~. However, these differences are still so
small a3 to 13ene@ifiikLe, ,

.,

For large,aspect ratios also there results an influence upon
lift coefficient and induced.drag coefficient within the range of
the usual angles of attack. The hfluence on the lift coei’ftcient
will, generally, be negligible; however, such a ne@ect mi@t not
always %e permissible for the induced dragcoefficient; f’or
A~5cwi may be estimated

The ~esults were derived for untwisted win~s with elliptic base
pk.ne8; ilowever,the proportionality factors Ca and ~w will

probal:lyfurnish results which can also be applied to wings of
differ~.ltdesipm as shown by a comparison
for rectangular wings. “

4. SUMMARY

The lift coefficient and the induced
wing of sma7.1span may be determined with

with the test results

.,

drag coefficient for a
sufficient accuracy, as

.—- ,1,.1 mum--mm I I m III m I mm,mmmmmnm m m Imnm-nmmnm lmm--
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long a~ the flow 3.snot sep.dated, In ~he following way: A three-
dhensional array of free vortices which corresponds to the angle
of attack ie taken as a base end a finite flow domain is coordinated
to each wing element. The theory of the lifting line will have to
be changed.slightly. Thereby .anexplematlon:will, in particular, be

i! glvenfor the rapidy nonllnear increase of the llft coefficient
~ which corresponds to an increase of the angle of attack, and for the
. relative smallness of the induced drag as compared tiiththe results

of the unmod’ifledtheory of’the lifting iine. ThGse”rbsults will
have spectal Importance for the calculation of the lift of the
fuselage and of the llft and drag of vertical tall su.qfac:s. .

Translated by~ry L. Mahler
Natiorwl Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics

,,,.
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NACA TM No. 1151 Fig. 1

race of
he wing

Figure 1. Flow about array of vortices behind an elliptic wing of small span.
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I

Figure 2.

6
s

I

.

The flew domain influenced by a wing element.



NACA TM No. 1151 Fig. 3

I

Figure 3. The profile cascade which replaces the wing profile in its effect.
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0,2 0,4 @ ~w 4

Figure 4a. Polars for wings with small aspect ratio. Drag and lift coefficient
according to measurement.
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Figure 4b. Polars for wings with small aspect ratio. Induced drag coefficient
and lift crxfficient according to calculation.
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\ fiJ- 20- 30- 40- ~ ,

Figure 5a. Normal force coefficient for wing with small aspect ratio
function of the angle of attack according to measurement.
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1-

m
20” 30”

/

c“, 7 .,

Fig. 5b

/,’”

,*

Figure 5b. Normal force coefficient for wing with small aspect ratio as a
function of the angle of attack according to calculation.
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Ca
Figure 6.- Ratio ~a = —

(Ca)
(ratio of the lift coefficient Ca, according

to the modified theory for small span, to the lift coefficient (ca),

according to the theory for large span wings) as a function of the
aspect ratio for various angles of attack.

. .
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Cw=(cwij 46

‘Wi
Figure 7a. - Ratio cw =

m
(ratio of the induced drag coefficient Cwi, according to the

theory modified for small span, to the induced drag coefficient ~i , according to the
()

theory for large span wings) as a function of the lift coefficient ca for various aspect

ratios, based up;n the measured relation between lift coefficient and angle of attack.

I ‘1
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44

42

0
4?0,1 tw~w 45

Cwi
Figure 7b. - The agreement between the ratio $~ = ~w

m
(ratio of the induced drag

i d

coefficient cwi, according to the theory modified for small span, to the induced drag

coefficient
()
Cwi , according to the theory for large

of the lift coefficient ca for various aspect ratios,

lift coefficient and angle of attack.

span wings ), shown as a function 3.
and the calculated relation between F

F
E
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Figure 8a.- Ratio gw=*
(

(ratio of theinduced drag coefficient ~i, according
il

to the theory modified for small span, to the induced drag coefficient Cwi ~,
(

according to the theory for large span wings), as a function of the aspect ratio for
various lift coefficients based upon the measured relation between lift coefficient
and angle of attack.

I



Figure 8b. - Ratio Lw= ~w~ (ratio of the induced drag coefficient Cwi, according
n

to the theory modified for small span, to the induced drag coefficient Cw. \,
( 1)

according to the theory for large span wings), as a function of the aspect ratio for
various lift coefficients in agreement with the calculated relation between lift
coefficient and angle of attack.
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